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ABSTRACT.
Reducing energy consumption and to ensure thermal comfort are two important
considerations in designing an air conditioning system. The control strategy proposed is fuzzy
logic controller (FLC).This paper describes the development of an algorithm for air condition
control system based on fuzzy logic (FL) to provide the conditions necessary for comfort
living inside a building.Simulation of the controlling air conditioning system, on which the
strategy is adopted, was carried out based on MATLAB This system consists of two sensors
for feedback control: one to monitor temperature and another one to monitor humidity. The
controller i.e. FLC was developed to control the compressor motor speed and fan speed in
order to maintain the room temperature at or close to the setpoint temperature.
Keywords: Fuzzy logic, Heating, Ventilation and Air-conditioning, variable speed
compressor.
1. INTRODUCTION
In EU countries, primary energy consumption in buildings represents about 40% of total
energy consumption, and depending on the countries, more than a half of this energy is used
for indoor climate conditions. On a technological point of view, it is estimated that the
consideration of specific technologies like building energy management systems (BEMSs)
can save up to 20% of the energy consumption of the building sector, i.e., 8% of the overall
community consumption. With this aim, BEMSs are generally applied only to the control of
active systems, i.e., heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.
HVAC Systems are equipments usually implemented for maintaining satisfactory comfort
conditions in buildings. The energy consumption as well as indoor comfort aspects of
ventilated and air conditioned buildings are highly dependent on the design, performance and
control of their HVAC systems and equipment. The use of knowledge-based systems can
represent a more efficient approach to the HVAC System management, providing BEMSs
with artificial intelligence (AI). By means of AI, the system is capable of assessing,
diagnosing and suggesting the best operation mode. Within the framework of machine
learning, some AI techniques could be successfully applied to enhance the HVAC System
capabilities or to aid the HVAC System modeling. In this way, the use of appropriate
automatic control strategies, as fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs), for HVAC systems control
could result in important energy savings when compared to manual control, specially when
they explicitly try to minimize the energy consumption [1].
2. FUZZY CONTROL OF HVAC SYSTEM.
From ON/OFF double-position control method occurred in 1960s, automatic control
of HVAC has been developed to the Digital Direct Control (DDC), which control algorithm is
mainly PID control method, and self-adjusting control method based on the traditional control
algorithm.[2]
HVAC system consists of indoor air loop, chilled water loop, refrigerant loop,
condenser water loop, and outdoor air loop. In each loop there are many dynamical variables
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which interact with each other. So the HVAC system is a typical nonlinear time-variable
multivariate system with disturbances and uncertainties.
It is very difficult to find a mathematical model to accurately describe the process over
wide operating range. The design of controller for HVAC systems is a big challenge for
practical engineers. Recently, some complex control strategies based on the classical control
concepts have been proposed in attempt to improve the system performance. Among those
works, classical control techniques, especially proportional-integral derivative (PID)
controllers were still widely used in practice due to easier implementation, low cost and
reliable in harsh field conditions. However, under well-tuned PID control, performance is
excellent within the narrow operating range within which the plant was tuned as is evident
above. Once the plant operating region changes significantly (e.g., as a result of a change in
season), then the need for retuning becomes evident. Also, it is not possible to adequately
generalize the required parameter specification for different applications – for example a PID
controller optimized for the control of heating in a higher thermal capacity space will be suboptimal and possibly even unstable in a low thermal capacity space. Similar difficulties arise
with the wide choice of heating systems that can be applied. One solution is a controller that
can respond to this essentially subjective problem with experiential information about plant
response and user requirements. A fuzzy logic controller has the potential to meet these needs
and can overcome some shortcomings of traditional PID. In addition to these, fuzzy airconditioning control can as well be implemented in living environment, especially in houses
and offices. One of the most outstanding reasons for the use of fuzzy logic in this type of airconditioning is energy save and human comfort. In this section the basic structure of the
fuzzy logic controller applied will be described. More fundamental information can be found
in the literatures [3-7] .
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL.
In the real world, however, it is usually not enough to manage an air conditioning system
with temperature control only. We need to control humidity as well. The main idea of an air
conditioning system shown in Fig.(1) is to maintain an acceptable comfort level in the various
areas of the house as needed rather than assume a homogeneous environment and turn the
compressor on and off based on the reading of one temperature sensor as is the usual case.
Three sets of sensor inputs are available to the controller for each zone; relative
humidity, temperature, and zone temperature set point. The testing facility consists of a
variable speed compressor and fan as well as a cooling coil (evaporator). Temperature and
relative humidity from each zone are available on a continuous basis to the control system.
The temperature set points for each zone can be programmed manually or can assume default
values. Outputs of the controller are compressor motor speed, fan speed, and cooling mode.
These input and output parameters have been given reasonable ranges which determine the
universe of discourse for the definition of the fuzzy membership functions[8] .
4. DESIGN OF FUZZY CONTROLLER.
There are three inputs and two outputs in the application and experiment of fuzzy
control system. The three inputs are the error, the change rate of error ( e ), and relative
humidity (RH). The performance measurement is as follows:
e(t) = set point temperature(t)- actual temperature(t)
e (t) = e(t) - e(t-1)
The outputs of fuzzy control are compressor motor speed and fan speed. The analogue signal
is transferred by the digit/analogue (D/A) transducer. So the digital signal to the (D/A)
transducer, u, which is the change of digit, is the actual output of fuzzy control.
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Fuzzification of the temperature error (e): Through many experiments, it was found that the
fluctuation bound of the temperature in the building is about ±2oC when the equipments start
or stop. Only when the air-conditioning system is stopped and restarts once more, the
fluctuation bound of building temperature exceeds ±2oC. In this system, (- 2 oC, +2 oC) is the
range temperature error. We divided the space -2 < e < 2 into seven intervals. Next we
specified the fuzzy-set values of the temperature error Fig.(2).
 Fuzzification of the difference of temperature error ( e ): The change rate of temperature
error is the difference in a sampling period. In summer work condition, the change rate of
temperature is ranges ±2oC per minute through the experience and experiments. The change
rate of temperature error is divided to seven fuzzy-set values.
 Fuzzification of the Relative humidity: RH is quantified according to memberships in
similar way, like (e) and ( e ).
Using Matlab and draw the appropriate membership functions as shown Fig.(2), the seven
fuzzy variables for temperature error (e) input are term as very cold (VC), cold (CD) ,cool
(CL),normal (NR),less hot (LH),hot (HT)and lastly very hot (VT).
As for difference temperature error ( e ), the fuzzy variables are negative large (NL),
negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), neutral (NU), positive small (PS), positive
medium (PM) and positive large (PL) as shown in Fig.(3).
Table(1) show the compressor motor speed rule base which has temperature error (e) as an
input as well as difference temperature error ( e ).
From this rule base a fuzzy set denoting compressor motor speed is computed, and defined
using the membership functions, to give the required speed level of the compressor in percent
of maximum speed. Similarly fan speed is computed from a fan speed rule base and
membership functions for actual sensed temperature Fig.(4) and relative humidity (RH) .
There are seven fuzzy set for temperature: very cold (VC), cold (CD), cool (CL), good(GD),
warm(WM), hot(HT), and very hot(VH), This set is illustrated in Fig.(4).
The seven fuzzy set for relative humidity are: dry (VL), not dry (LW), less dry(LCO),
comfort(COM), low comfort(LWC), not wet(HG), and wet(VHG), as shown in Figure 5.
 Fuzzification of the output: The output is divided to seven fuzzy-set values based on the
practical experience of operator to give the required speed level of the compressor motor
speed ( z ) and fan speed ( f ) in percent of maximum speed. The seven fuzzy set for output
variables (the compressor motor speed and fan motor speed) are: very slow(VS), slow(SL),
less speed(LS), normal speed(NO), less fast(LF), fast (FT), and very fast (VF). Fig.(6) explain
the membership function of output fuzzy variable motor speed
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
For controlling the compressor motor speed the temperature error (e) as an input as
well as difference temperature error ( ∆e ) are used as input and for controlling the fan motor
speed of the conditioning room temperature and humidity inside this room are used as inputs.
Let us consider the value e= -1.4oC and ∆e = -1.2 oC, that is meant the actual room
temperature measured by the sensor is hot and e = -1.4oC satisfies two membership functions
VC and  CD , while ∆e = -1.2oC satisfies two membership function  NL and  NM .The
inference block accepts four inputs from the fuzzification process. Finally, the output fuzzy
set is converted into a numerical solution variable using centroid defuzzification (also called
center of area, center of gravity). Therefore, the centroid is obtained as:

Z 

  z   zdz
  z dz
X

(1)

X
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The compressor motor speed output should be increased by 80%, and this is reasonable
since temperature is high. The whole control procedure is governed by means of the rules
shown by a control surface, as reported in Figures below. Fig.(7) shows an isometric view of
the variation of compressor motor speed with respect to temperature error and ( e ). Fig.(8)
shows the variation of fan speed according to humidity. The addition of extra levels of
classification gives a much smoother control surface and by increasing the number of
fuzzification levels yet further, a much closer approximation can be obtained.
Fig.(7) clearly indicate the smoothly change of compressor motor speed according to the
signal changes of temperature error and difference temperature error ( e ). When the
temperature error negatively increases that is mean the room become hot, therefore the FLC
will response to this change and the compressor motor speed increase gradually. Also when
temperature error positively increases the compressor motor speed reduces gradually and the
consumption of energy will be reduce.
Fig.(8) shows the influence of temperature and relative humidity of the room on the fan
speed. As the temperature and humidity increase the FLC will response to this change in
interior climate and the fan speed will increase smoothly. In the middle of this Figure we can
see the comfortable zone (temperature 22-26 oC and humidity 30-60%),therefore the fan
speed will operate with less than half it power, which is mean reduce of power consumption.
6. CONCLUSION.
The application of variable speed control to air conditioning offers the potential for
substantial energy savings or energy efficiency. In variable speed control application, the
compressor motor speed and fan speed influences various operating and design parameters
such as cooling load, power consumption, coefficient of performance COP, volumetric and
isentropic efficiency. Variable speed control indicates that space temperature may be
controlled simultaneously by the simultaneous operation of compressor motor speed, with the
result that operation of compressor speed to adapted of temperature (cooling load) changing.
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Table (1): Rules of fuzzy control.
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Figure(1): Air conditioning system.

Figure (2): Membership function of input fuzzy variable "temperature error".
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Figure (3): Membership function of input fuzzy variable "difference temperature error".

Figure (4): Membership function of input fuzzy variable temperature.

Figure (5): Membership function of intput fuzzy variable relative humidity.
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Figure (6): Membership function of output fuzzy variable motor speed.

Figure (7): Variation of compressor motor speed.

Figure (8): Variation of fan speed.
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ﺗطوﯾر ﻧظﺎم ﺗﺣﻛم ﻣﻧطﻘﻲ ﻏﺎﻣض ﻟﻠﺳﯾطرة ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧظم ﺗﻛﯾﯾف اﻟﻬواء
م.د.ﻋﺻﺎم ﻣﺣﻣد ﻋﻠﻲ

ﻛﻠﯾﺔ اﻟﻬﻧدﺳﺔ/ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺑﻐداد
اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ.
ﺗﻘﻠﯾل إﺳﺗﻬﻼك اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ وﺿﻣﺎن اﻟراﺣﺔ اﻟﺣ اررﯾﺔ ﻫﻣﺎ ﻣن اﻹﻋﺗﺑﺎرات اﻟﻣﻬﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺻـﻣﯾم ﻧظـﺎم ﺗﻛﯾﯾـف اﻟﻬـواء .إﺳـﺗراﺗﯾﺟﯾﺔ
اﻟﺳــﯾطرة اﻟﻣﻘﺗرﺣــﺔ ﻫــو إﺳــﺗﺧدام ﻧظــﺎم ﺗﺣﻛــم ﻣﻧطﻘــﻲ ﻏــﺎﻣض .ﺗــم ﻓــﻲ ﻫــذا اﻟﺑﺣــث ﺗطــوﯾر ﺧوارزﻣﯾــﺔ وﻧظــﺎم اﻟﺳــﯾطرة ﻟﺟﻬــﺎز
ﺗﻛﯾﯾـف اﻟﻬـواء ﻋﻠــﻰ أﺳـﺎس اﻟﻣﻧطــق اﻟﻐـﺎﻣض ،ﻟﺗــوﻓﯾر اﻟظـروف اﻟﻼزﻣـﺔ ﻟﻠﺷــﻌور ﺑﺎﻟ ارﺣـﺔ داﺧــل اﻟﻣﺑﻧـﻰ .ﻋﻣﻠﯾــﺔ ﻣﺣﺎﻛـﺎة اﻟﻧظــﺎم
ﺗﻣت ﺑﺈﺳﺗﺧدام ﺑرﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﻣﺎﺗﻼب.ﻫذا اﻟﻧظﺎم ﯾﺗﻛون ﻣن اﺛﻧـﯾن ﻣـن أﺟﻬـزة اﻹﺳﺗﺷـﻌﺎر ﻟﻣراﻗﺑـﺔ ردود اﻟﻔﻌـل  :أﺣـدﻫﻣﺎ ﻟﻘﯾـﺎس درﺟـﺔ
اﻟﺣ اررة واﻵﺧر ﻟﻘﯾﺎس اﻟرطوﺑﺔ اﻟﻧﺳﺑﯾﺔ ،وﻗد وﺿﻌت وﺣدة اﻟﺗﺣﻛم ﻟﻠﺳﯾطرة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺳرﻋﺔ ﻣﺣرك اﻟﺿـﺎﻏط وﺳـرﻋﺔ اﻟﻣروﺣـﺔ ﻣـن
أﺟل اﻟﺣﻔﺎظ ﻋﻠﻰ درﺟﺔ ﺣ اررة اﻟﻐرﻓﺔ أو ﻓﻲ درﺟﺔ ﺣ اررة ﻗرﯾﺑﺔ ﻣن ﻧﻘطﺔ اﻟﺗﺣدﯾد.
اﻟﻛﻠﻣﺎت اﻟرﺋﯾﺳﺔ :ﺳﯾطرة ،ﻧظﺎم ﺗﺣﻛم ﻣﻧطﻘﻲ ﻏﺎﻣض ،ﺗﻛﯾﯾف اﻟﻬواء واﻟﺗﺑرﯾد،ﺿﺎﻏط ﻣﺗﻐﯾر اﻟﺳرﻋﺔ.
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